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At  around minute 31

The genetic research in the context of biology.

The genetic concept 
- The  understanding that DNA does not change until you have the biological shock 
but, 
-this is not a criticism  our notion that everybody has the same genetic material as 
others is completely wrong. 
- Everyone has it’s own genetic material and only for 10% of our protein and enzymes 
we have some raw building blocks, they are the same.
⸻⸻—
Before it was said we have 100,000 -120,000 genes because we have about that 
amount of protein and enzymes. 
As they did a lot of research , every year they are reducing the amount of genes in 
humans. So that  wheat has 10 times more genes than a human, the rat has 5 times 
more.
As they do more studies with different people they reduce the number of genes 
because they find more exceptions than rules. It could be in the end that everyone has 
its own  very specific proteins and  very specific what they are still calling genes.
-For 90% of our enzymes and proteins we find no genetic material that would fit into 
this biochemical model they have.
-We have at least 10% which seems to be similar to all people. What we have for sure , 
we find for certain functions eg. Inside the eye for some biochemical functions we find 
exactly the same nucleic acid ( he is not saying genetic material) in all forms of life , 
even in very small primitive jelly fish with no brain , no nerves we will find the same 
nucleic acid for exactly the same protein and enzyme. 



This they call co -evolution and they have no idea how to explain it in their model.
What they found- Genome in Dissolution.- 12 th June 2008 ( Dr Lanka he had the 
knowledge 10 years before that) .

Genetics: Genome in Dissolution

https://ia802301.us.archive.org/31/items/genetics-genome-in-
dissolution/Genetics%20Genome%20in%20Dissolution%20-
%20English%20translation.pdf

Genetics completely failed, there is no rule left because they found more exeptions 
the more they studied.

⸻—

What genetics, , in the future  we are not going to use this word but nucleic acid 
research. 
What nucleic research is going to reveal  a biochemical fingerprint of every person 
when the metabolism has not changed within 3 month.
If have a stable metabolism for 3 month , your nucleic acid / chromosomes will be 
identical and your biochemical activities can be identified.

Why is he so sure ?   eg. If we are not drinking alcohol we are losing 50 different kind of 
nucleic acids , formally called genes. And if you drink again a bit of alcohol your body 
cannot handle it.
 It takes approx half a year to lose these if you do not use this biochemical activities 
and takes about 3 month to get it back. 
If we are not using oxygen in one part of the body , we are losing huge amounts of 
nucleic acids with some basic material ( enzymes and proteins). 
When we use it again we get it again. Why?
Because the nucleic acid in form of RNA ( famous with the mRNA jabs) comes into its 
existence out of its own, it is building huge amount of different sequences , digesting, 
building up in all varieties . That which fits  with our metabolism and is useful stays 
longer and finally is , then, transformed into its more stable form, the DNA.
This is why we are able to learn to deal with all kind of toxic substances if you are not 
killed by huge amount.



 If you get small amount you are able to cope, we are then able to deal with higher 
amounts of toxins eg. alcohol.
 A 14 year old can die with small amount of alcohol and we know that Yeltsin needed 
needed 2l of vodkas before he was able to speak in front of the parliament. Jo Biden 
seems to need something.
When you change your environment, food, exercise, season you change your 
metabolism.

⸻
How do you explain the  biological conflict and the change in the DNA eg. in utero, 
when someone is borne with Down Syndrome.
A case history - Diana , almost normal, followed the recommendations of Hamer to 
avoid any kind of noise and distractions.
Life wants always to come back into its consciousness, back to normal.
Recommends books by Prentice Mulford 
https://www.newthoughtwisdom.com/prentice-mulford.html

Matter follows our soul, the biggest obstacle we have to our healing is fear.
 Even though people may intellectually understand  the work of Dr Hamer the fear is 
there because of their programming . 
With that fear nature provides for some solution - fluid retention for the short run.
The difference  between biological fears, meaningful fears help us to avoid dangers, be 
burned , cold water etc. 
Fear for a long time is very disturbing and damaging .

Dr Hamer understanding - this is the basis for a better future and a stable life. 
Everything is proven , no speculation , that is the wonderful thing about Dr Hamer's 
work. 
It is provable, as he said , in a single afternoon.
Once the CT  Scan technology is in place it will help to spread the understanding. 
The corona crisis will make it happen faster . 
In a certain MRI technique we can better visualised than with a CT.

 


